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Abstract: The rising trend of people dining out has made food waste in restaurants become a
significant issue because of sustainability. Consumers’ attitudes toward food waste in restaurants
are still undergoing scrutiny. The main purpose of this study was to test the relationships among
consumers’ attitudes, social norms, behavioral intentions, and plate waste behaviors in restaurants
in Taiwan. This paper contributes to the understanding of consumers’ food waste behaviors by
examining a hypothesized research model. Based on a questionnaire with 464 restaurant customers,
the hypothesized research model was examined by using structural equation modeling. Sequential
mediation for examining the relationships of variables was conducted, and it was found that there was a
significant serial mediation effect on the path of consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intentions, food waste
behavior, and consumer plate waste. The results of this study can contribute to better engaging
consumers in mitigating food waste in restaurants. Implications and suggestions for further research
and recommendations for restaurant managers are provided based on sustainable management.

Keywords: social norms; consumer attitudes; behavioral intentions; food waste behavior; consumer
plate waste

1. Introduction

Food waste has become a main challenge for sustainability [1]. It is an essential topic of
environmental, societal, and economic concern [2]. In recent years, it has gained growing public,
academic, and political attention [3]. Parfitt, Barthel, and Macnaughton [4] stated that food waste can
happen at any stage of the food supply chain. This includes those who produce and process food, such as
farmers, food manufacturers, and processors, and those who provide food for consumption, including
the hospitality industry, retailers, and others. Food waste not only threatens global food security but
also leads to environmental degradation and jeopardizes local community resilience, thus it inflates
food prices and accelerates social inequality [5–7]. The cost of food waste is staggering: water resources
used to irrigate crops, as well as fertilizers and fuels used in production and transportation, are wasted
at the same time.

There are approximately 820 million people in the world who are starving. About 1 in 9 people
cannot get enough food. Ironically, as much as one-third of food is lost or wasted during the various
stages of the food supply chain from farm to table, and 14% is not even delivered after harvest [8].
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization, “food waste behavior” in developed countries
has affected them, and deprives developing countries of their fair share of food and resources in
developed countries as well [9]. In Europe, up to 42% of food is wasted in the final consumption
stage [10], while in the United States, 31–40% of the post-harvest food supply is wasted, a large part of
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which occurs at the consumer level [11]. Lipinski et al. [12] noted that food waste happens at all stages
of the food supply chain, with approximately 35% of food loss and waste occurring at the consumer
end of the chain. Silvennoinen et al. [13] indicated that most food waste comes from restaurants,
as eating out has increased and is more common in developing countries [14]. Thus, from production
to final consumption, all participants in the food sequence have a vital role to play in preventing and
reducing food waste, especially the ultimate restaurant consumer [4].

Preventing food waste is an important but tough strategy that requires the engagement of multiple
participants [15], and reducing food waste in restaurants is sustainable and important [6]. Consumers
perceive waste as an inevitable part of consumption, and producers and sellers induce consumers
to make impulse purchases by introducing discounts or special offers, thereby influencing their
purchasing decisions and leading to further waste [16]. Previous studies in the food service sector have
focused on food waste management operations and reducing the amount of food waste, rather than on
consumer food waste behavior in restaurants [17,18]. Parfitt et al. [19] point out that consumers’ plate
waste in restaurants is one of the crucial sources of “away-from-home“ waste, and the majority of the
food waste comes from the food service sector, which highlights an important opportunity to change
consumer behavior [3].

Grandhi and Appaiah Singh [16] reported that consumer food waste behavior has been studied
to scrutinize the sociodemographic factors that contribute to food waste; however, few studies have
looked at psychological factors, which are in fact of greater significance in understanding the underlying
causes of food waste. Furthermore, the relationships between potential factors of food waste among
consumers in the food service sector have not been studied. As a result, there is an evidence gap in the
methodology used to quantify food waste behavior in the sector. In modern societies, the problem of
food waste is closely related to overall consumption habits and is difficult to overcome by recycling
and reusing food waste alone.

In spite of all this, it is generally believed that food waste mainly comes from restaurant customers;
only a few studies have identified specific factors that lead to plate waste, and there is a lack
of development of behavioral change tools and positive social norms to reduce plate waste and
understand customers’ behavior. The main purpose of this study is to fill the empirical gap with
structural equation modelling methods and explain the fundamental factors that cause food waste
behavior in restaurants. Nowadays, human consumption around the world has gradually shifted
from the need to eat to the need to “eat smart”. In addition to punishments and rewards that make
consumers feel guilty, it is more important to consider how to change their wasteful behavior. Based on
this thinking, this paper takes restaurant consumers as the research target. Through a literature review,
the research content of rational behavior theory is explored, and a conceptual framework is constructed.
The purpose of this study is to understand the relationship between consumer attitudes, social norms,
food waste behaviors, and plate waste, and to predict the intention of consumer waste behaviors.
A better understanding of food waste behavior from the consumer’s point of view can help in designing
future operational interventions to more effectively address the world’s major challenges.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Social Norms

Social norms provide a model for understanding human behavior that is of symbolic importance,
particularly for the prevention of misconduct and the promotion of health [20]. “Social norms” is not
a new term that refers to standards of behavior that are recognized and accepted by society at large.
The marketing of social norms involves the analysis, planning, implementation, and evaluation of
programs designed to influence people’s behaviors to promote individual and social well-being for
specific audiences [21]. In the fields of sociology and psychology, many theories have explored and
demonstrated the important role of social norms in human behavior [22]. Terrier and Marfaing [23]
reported that social norms and commitments have been found to have a positive impact on consumers’
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pro-environmental behaviors in hotels. Mirosa et al. [24] examined social marketing strategies and
behavior change tools with doggy bags, showing that positive social norms can help remove barriers to
their use and increase the economic benefits, and that restaurants can reduce the amount of food waste
by offering consumers doggy bags [25]. Eatforum [26] suggested that one strategy is to raise awareness
(e.g., social norms) of the consequences of food waste, and social norms could be manipulated to reduce
food waste in restaurants [27,28]. Jagau and Vyrastekova [29] found that social pressure, particularly
guilty feelings and humiliation, could be elicited by signals of inadequate efforts in reducing the
amount of food waste.

2.2. How Attitude Influences Behavior Intention

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) is a continuation of the theory of reasoned action (TRA) in
the field of psychology [30,31]. TBP was designed explicitly to explain social behavior [32]. This study
applies the affect, behavior, and cognition model of attitudes to analyze consumers’ responses to food
waste behavior in restaurants. In agreement with TPB, any consumer social behaviors and behavioral
intentions might be elucidated by the behaviors of antecedents. Consumer behavior is interpreted
by the intention to perform. In this regard, the attitude toward the behavior is “the degree to which
a person has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior in question” [32].
According to Blackwell et al. [33], attitudes determine behavioral intentions, representing what people
like and dislike, and in general, people are willing to do what they like and reject what they dislike.
Schiffman and Kanuk [34] argue that attitude is a learned psychological disposition that is intended to
be a lasting assessment of a subject. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that behavior is impacted by
internal factors, such as one’s attitudes, and external factors, such as norms. It is extensively conceded
that affect and cognition are the building blocks from which consumers’ attitudes are assembled and
from which diverse consumer responses are determined. Consumer behaviors are at the center of
food waste problems in developed countries [29]. The most predominant factor of food waste in rich
countries is consumer behaviors [35,36]. Previous research has shown that consumer attitudes and
behavioral intentions determine food waste behavior. For instance, attitudes and intentions around
not wasting food have a greater influence on food waste behavior [37]. Visschers et al. [38] argued that
the behavioral intention of prohibiting food waste and attitudes could predict food waste behavior as
well. Stefan et al. [39] also stated that attitudes are important in determining food waste behaviors.

2.3. Food Waste and Plate Waste in Restaurants

Food waste is an economic and environmental problem [40]. It threatens global food security [6].
Food waste occurs at all stages of the food supply chain, with approximately 35% occurring on
consumer plates [41]. Consumers are responsible for the largest share of food waste in the sequence from
production to consumption in developed countries [29]. Parfitt et al. [4] point out the role of consumers
as having great potential for reducing food waste in developed countries. Gustavson et al. [35] and
Secondi et al. [36] also pointed out the most important factor of food waste in developing countries is
consumer behavior. Silvennoinen et al. [13] indicated that the main reason for food waste in restaurants
is not the stage of food preparation, but the customers who dine in restaurants and the service processes.
As more people are away from home and there is a growing demand for food prepared and served
outside the home all around the world, reducing food waste has become an important way to achieve
sustainability in restaurants [6].

The challenge of food waste in restaurants is of particular concern for sustainability, as it has
undermined the environmental sustainability of the global food service supply sector [3]. Increased
household incomes and too many choices drive consumers to buy too much food, resulting in
edible food being wasted [42]. A large proportion of restaurant food waste is due to consumers,
which highlights an important opportunity to change consumer behavior. One of the main drivers
of food waste in restaurants is irresponsible consumer behavior [43]. Since consumers only throw
away a small amount of food, they do not have to worry about it and do not bother to know anything
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further [44,45]. In general, consumers feel that wasting food is an inevitable part of consumption.
Producers and marketers induce consumers to make impulse purchases by advocating discounts or
promotional marketing events, thereby influencing consumers’ purchase decisions, leading to food
waste later on [16].

The problem of reducing food waste in restaurants has attracted the attention of scholars.
Many campaigns have been developed and launched in restaurants in an endeavor to reduce the
amount of plate waste all around the world. For example, in 2014, the European Union proposed
a “Year of Fighting Food Waste”, Italy proposed the Milan Protocol to halve global food waste,
and the United Nations announced its latest Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) with a specific
target of reducing global retail- and consumer-level food waste and food losses in the production and
supply chain by half in 2030. In France, restaurants are required by law to provide take-away bags
to customers [46]. The design and size of trash cans can also be indicative of consumer food waste
behavior [47], and restaurants can reduce food waste by providing customers with shopping bags [25].
Mirosa et al. [48] surveyed consumers regarding their values and behaviors around tray waste at a
university restaurant. Jeffery et al. [49] reported that mandatory fines can decrease the amount of plate
waste and change consumers’ eating habits in restaurants. Kuo and Shih [50] used education and
coercion methods to study the phenomenon of food waste in school cafeterias by gender. Overall,
strategies to reduce food waste include raising ethical awareness [26], providing bags to consumers [25],
changing plate sizes, giving regulation notices, providing education, and using coercion methods.
Although education campaigns on food waste may not be successful in the short term, they may
influence consumer behavior in the long term [51].

In the end, as sustainability issues increase on the social agenda, food waste is creating a
crisis and undermining environmental sustainability. From a business perspective, relating to the
environment represents an opportunity to achieve organizational performance by minimizing the cost
of improvement [52]. In order to facilitate the growth of the hospitality industry to achieve the goals
of sustainability, it has become crucial to pay attention to designing the appropriate strategies and
management footprint of environmental sustainability in hospitality operations [53]. Food waste is a
heavy operational burden for restaurants [54], and lasting and stable profits can help companies extend
their lifespan with more investment in society and the environment to survive. Otherwise, balancing
the budget to improve sustainability and bring about solutions for economic, social, and environmental
problems is crucial to food waste reduction strategies.

Based on the studies mentioned above, this study provides a holistic view of food waste behaviors.
A causal chain between social norms (SN), consumers’ attitudes (CA), behavioral intentions (BI),
food waste behaviors (FWB), and consumers’ plate waste (CPW) can be established. This demonstrates
the role of social norms and consumers’ attitudes in shaping behavioral intentions and food waste
behaviors. In this study, FWB is a kind of consumer perception of reducing food waste in restaurants,
while CPW is the real situation where consumers actually waste food in restaurants. Most of the
research used experimental designs to examine the relationships between those variables [37,51,55,56].
Unfortunately, no studies have examined the sequential mediating relationships of food waste behaviors
in restaurants. Figure 1 shows the hypothesized conceptual research framework based on previous
research. This study also examined the sequential mediating effects of two paths, SN-BI-FWB-CPW
and CA-BI-FWB-CPW. Those tests may help us to see how the variables are connected and what the
rudimentary mediators are in the sequential sequence. We hypothesized that BI and FWB not only
are significant direct antecedents of FWB and CPW, but also act as separate and collective mediators
between SN, CA, and FWB. Based on the relevance domains discussed above and the hypothesized
conceptual research framework, statistically significant causative relationships among social norms,
consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intentions, food waste behaviors, and consumers’ plate waste are
verified. This study proposes six hypotheses, as follows:
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Figure 1. Hypothesized research framework.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Social norms significantly impact behavioral intentions in restaurants.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Consumers’ attitudes toward food waste significantly impact behavioral intentions.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Behavioral intentions significantly impact food waste behaviors in restaurants.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Food waste behavior significantly impacts consumer plate waste.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). There are significant sequential mediating effects of BI and FWB between SN and CPW.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). There are significant sequential mediating effects of BI and FWB between CA and CPW.

3. Methodology

3.1. Data Collection Procedure

This study developed the mediating theoretical framework by combining the research of
Filimonau et al. [51], Chen and Jai [55], Lavén [56], and Stancu et al. [37], which were experimental
designs rather than questionnaires. The hospitality researchers frequently examined the underlying
mechanism of the mediation effects by conducting structure equation analysis to understand the
causal relationships among latent variables. According to the purposes of this study, an extensive
questionnaire was developed. In order to ensure its content validity, we invited 5 experts in food
waste to serve as panel members. Then, we conducted a pilot study with 100 subjects. We revived the
original questionnaire based on the participants’ questions, comments, and feedback and the results of
item analysis.

Structural equation modeling (SEM) estimates based on covariances, so a small sample size might
result in unstable covariances turn [57]. Kline [58] asserted that SEM is a method for large-sample
studies. Along with model estimators, variable independence, and model complexity, statistical power,
effect, and alpha can determine a sample size [59]. To determine the sample size, we calculated the
minimum sample size required by giving the number of latent and measurement variables in the
hypothesized model (5, 35), the anticipated effect size (0.8), the desired probability (0.05), and statistical
power levels (0.8), and obtained a sample size of 400. In order to rule out possible invalid questionnaires,
eventually a sample size of 464 was determined to conduct the survey. The subjects of this study
were restaurant consumers. In order to obtain the minimum sample size to ascertain the specified
effects, the questionnaires were issued by random sampling of 464 questionnaires in 9 restaurants.
The restaurants were divided into three categories: small, medium, and large, with a capacity of
fewer than 50 seats, about 50 to 100 seats, and more than 100 seats, respectively. Research assistants
approached customers who had finished their lunch or dinner and were willing to complete the survey
over a 2-month period, 1 August to 30 September 2020.

Figure 1 shows the hypothesized research framework and a detailed flowchart for latent variables,
including social norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intentions, food waste behavior, and consumer
plate waste. Many studies separately defined the relationship between social norms and behavioral
intentions, consumers’ attitudes and behavioral intentions, and behavioral intentions and food waste
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behaviors, among others [37,51,55,56]. Eventually, this study defined the conceptual framework by
building on past conceptualizations. A 7-point Likert scale was used in the first 5 parts to record the
respondents’ perceptions of social norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intentions, food waste
behavior, and consumer plate waste. The scale was 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The last
part of the questionnaire was about the respondents’ demographic data.

The research assistants approached every third customer and asked them to fill out the
questionnaire, and 9 restaurants were chosen by proportionate stratified sampling to ensure random
sampling. Every third customer was determined by pointing to a randomly numbered table. Data were
collected during lunch or dinner every day, because there are more customers during those 2 rush hours
in restaurants. Since we regarded the questionnaire as having sensitive questions, the research assistants
asked people if they were willing to answer the questions. Once the respondents whose identities were
known agreed to answer the questionnaire, then it was considered insensitive. The assistants described
the objective of the questionnaire and asked people if they would participate in the study. Since the
contents of the questionnaire were about food waste behavior and we hoped to ensure authenticity,
we granted them anonymity by making it a self-administered questionnaire. This method is better to
reduce the possibility of sensitive questions than face-to-face interviews to protect subjects. It also
addresses the issue of sensitive questions by granting respondents anonymity [60]. After 2 months
of data collection, the study included a total of 464 respondents. After coding and cleaning the data,
we abandoned questionnaires with the same numbers or too much missing data. Eventually, 64 invalid
questionnaires were eliminated. The effective response rate was 86.21%.

3.2. Reliability and Validity of Measurements

The questionnaire was developed from five latent variables: social norms, consumers’ attitudes,
behavioral intentions, food waste behavior, and consumer plate waste. Each latent variable consisted
of measurement models and all measurement variables in each model was identified in previous
studies [37,51,55,56]. Before conducting the survey, we invited eight restaurant customers to join the
pilot test focus group interview. All of them were inspired to discuss some open-ended questions.
In order to ensure content validity, this study was based on the relevant literature and all items were
constructed to reveal the essence of the five concepts. Besides this, five specialists in food waste or
food surplus were invited to serve as panel members to control the content validity. The specialists
judged whether these measures adequately stood for the construct of the concepts in order to make
them clear in the questionnaire.

Before conducting the formal data collection, 100 subjects were invited to do a pre-test.
All participants were asked to answer the questionnaire and encouraged to write down their comments
on the meaning or wording of the questionnaire contents. We then conducted a factor analysis and
corrected several items on the questionnaire according to the comments, suggestions, and item analysis.
We did not change the original format of the questionnaire and there are still parts of the survey that
need to be fixed. In addition, we examined the outliers and normality before examining the causal
relationships among the latent and measurement variables by using SEM. Table 1 shows the reliability
and validity of all variables, including the measurement variables. There is no offending estimate
in the model because all of the error variance is positive, standard factor loading is less than 0.95,
and t-value is greater than 1.96. All of the data reach the threshold of single variable normality in
terms of statistical hypothesis, because all of the kurtosis values are less than 8 and the modulus of
skewness is less than 2. Moreover, the modulus of the Mardia coefficient (164.848) is less than 360.
Those estimates indicate that the data met the requirements of a multiple normality model. In other
words, all of the data we collected were suitable for SEM analysis [58].
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Table 1. Reliability and validity analysis of measurement model.

8 M SD SK KU SFL (t) SE SMC EV α CR AVE

Social norms

SN1 6.218 0.823 −0.691 −0.451 0.764 (17.406) 0.161 0.584 0.281

0.883 0.885 0.659
SN2 6.100 0.873 −0.670 −0.244 0.837 (19.845) 0.164 0.700 0.228
SN3 6.063 0.860 −0.735 0.413 0.879 (21.420) 0.158 0.772 0.168
SN4 6.078 0.924 −1.299 3.542 0.760 (17.295) 0.181 0.578 0.359

Consumers’
attitudes

CA1 5.713 0.813 −0.334 −0.418 0.945 (23.949) 0.145 0.910 0.060
0.801 0.828 0.622CA2 5.942 0.752 −0.310 −0.533 0.681 (14.512) 0.157 0.463 0.303

CA3 5.850 1.063 −0.826 0.338 0.702 (15.707) 0.212 0.492 0.572

Behavioral
intentions

BI1 5.113 1.274 −0.211 −0.658 0.905 (22.854) 0.225 0.818 0.294

0.873 0.883 0.659
BI2 5.125 1.321 −0.486 −0.197 0.888 (22.222) 0.236 0.789 0.366
BI3 5.920 0.898 −0.571 −0.093 0.602 (12.741) 0.189 0.362 0.513
BI4 5.165 1.219 −0.284 −0.223 0.815 (19.374) 0.229 0.664 0.498

Food waste
behavior

FWB1 4.205 1.645 0.046 −0.791 0.801 (17.382) 0.338 0.641 0.969
0.826 0.826 0.613FWB2 4.295 1.643 −0.044 −0.654 0.766 (16.332) 0.344 0.587 1.112

FWB3 4.018 1.701 −0.052 −0.831 0.782 (16.850) 0.352 0.611 1.124

Consumer
plate waste

CPW1 6.593 0.709 −1.145 6.102 0.672 (12.921) 0.165 0.451 0.275

0.709 0.742 0422
CPW2 6.608 0.741 −1.142 6.243 0.717 (13.978) 0.170 0.514 0.266
CPW3 6.400 1.142 −1.951 8.808 0.670 (13.031) 0.262 0.449 0.716
CPW4 6.748 0.556 −0.463 6.479 0.522 (9.632) 0.135 0.272 0.225

Mardia’s
coefficient 164.848 P = 360 0.832

Note: M: mean; SD: standard deviation; SK: skewness; KU: kurtosis; SFL(t): standard factor loading with t-value;
SE: standard error of factor loading; SMC: squared multiple correlation; EV: error variance; α: Cronbach’s alpha;
CR: construct reliability; AVE: average variance extracted; P: number of observer variables.

Fornell and Larcker [61] showed that the average variance extracted (AVE) can serve as another
index for evaluating the reliability of measurement models, except the alpha coefficient. The average
values of AVE indicate the explanatory degree of latent variables by calculating all measurement
variables. Statisticians suggest that the ratio of AVE should be at least 0.6 or higher to meet the
standard of a good measurement system. Particularly, the variance is greater than half because of the
measurement error, while the AVE ratio is less than 0.5 [58,61]. At this time, the measurement of latent
variables should be questionable and indistinct because of the certainty of measurement variables.
In terms of construct reliability (CR), there is also another formula to evaluate the reliability of the
measurement system. Jackson et al. [62] introduced the evaluation of the measurement model before
estimating and judging the construction model to ensure that the measurement variables precisely
reflect the latent variables. Accordingly, we conducted three confirmatory factor analyses in order to
select relevant variables. Three confirmatory factor analyses can also avoid creating a specification
error. If we do not avoid errors, it might cause inappropriate inferences or incorrect estimations.
In conclusion, all the measurement systems of the five latent variables in the hypothesized research
framework reached the threshold of validity.
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As shown in Figure 1, 5 latent variables constitute the research hypothetical model of this study:
social norms (SN), consumers’ attitudes (CA), behavioral intentions (BI), food waste behavior (FWB),
and consumer plate waste (CPW). Table 1 shows that the values of reliability for all 5 measurement
systems meet the requirements. Table 2 shows item reliability, construct reliability, convergence,
and discriminant validity. Since this is an exploratory study, factor loadings exceeding 0.5 are
acceptable [58]. For construct reliability, composite reliability (CR) is a combination of the reliability of
all measurement variables and represents the internal consistency of the index of the construct [63]. It is
equivalent to Cronbach’s α, so we report CR value instead of Cronbach’s α. The higher the CR value,
the higher the internal consistency of the construct. All five construct reliability values were greater than
0.7, which is an acceptable threshold to ensure construct reliability [64]. Moreover, we estimated the
correlations for all measurement variables by using convergence and discriminated validity. The value
of AVE is the average of calculating the explanatory power of latent variables to measure variables.
The higher the AVE, the higher the convergence validity of the construct. Fornell and Larcker [61]
strongly suggested that it should be greater than 0.5, and 0.36–0.5 is the acceptable threshold. The AVE
values of the five constructs are from 0.422 to 0.695, which meet the acceptable threshold. This means
the constructs in the study have convergence validity. In terms of discriminant validity, the values in
bold on the diagonal are the square root of AVE and their estimates should be greater than the values
not on the diagonal, which are the Pearson’s correlation of constructs, to ensure discriminant validity.
All five factors meet the requirements of discriminant validity.

Table 2. Construct reliability, convergence validity, and discriminant validity.

Item Reliability Construct
Reliability

Convergence
Validity Discriminant Validity

Factor Loading CR AVE SN CA BI FWB CPW

SN 0.765, 0.838, 0.877, 0.761 0.885 0.659 0.812
CA 0.699, 0.672, 0.963 0.828 0.622 0.663 0.789
BI 0.814, 0.602, 0.893, 0.902 0.883 0.658 0.587 0.786 0.811

FWB 0.804, 0.768, 0.779 0.826 0.613 0.142 0.062 0.246 0.783
CPW 0.623, 0.770, 0.645, 0.545 0.742 0.422 0.265 0.382 0.164 −0.355 0.649

Note: SN: social norms; CA: consumers’ attitudes; BI: behavioral intentions; FWB: food waste behavior;
CPW: consumer plate waste. CR: composite reliability; AVE: average variance extracted.

3.3. Data Analysis

This study analyzed the data by using Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) version 24.0 and
Statistical Product and Service Solution (SPSS) version 24.0 statistical software. SEM is a powerful
and influential statistical tool for testing the relationships among latent and observed variables
simultaneously and can also be used to reduce the number of measurement variables and condense
the number of latent variables [65]. Path analysis generally takes a single indicator to completely
represent a latent variable, and this is not a big problem in statistics. Fortunately, SEM can solve this
problem by analyzing all latent and measurement variables together. It is important to presume that
variables with errors and errors in the research model are not inter-correlated, which is seldom and
tough to achieve in reality [65,66]. Coding and cleaning of the data was executed before examining the
hypotheses. In addition, we used stepwise deletion to deal with missing values and excluded all the
missing values. The reason is that the method is less biased when comparing with estimated missing
values, including those substituted by mean or others [67].

Before conducting the analysis, we screened the 400 usable respondents again and regarded
the items that were left blank as missing data. Then, we checked all the data for normality and
multicollinearity. Second, in terms of examining reliability and validity, we conducted confirmatory
factor analysis. The model fit for every measurement model was assessed and modification indices
were utilized to develop the final structural model by reporting the statistical diagram. Maximum
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likelihood (ML) was chosen to derive the parameter estimates because it can calculate all the information
of parameters at the same time [65]. Finally, popular bootstrapping was employed to examine the
sequential mediation effect.

4. Results

In order to ensure that all data were suitable for SEM analysis, the data were tested for normality,
and the results are shown in Table 1. According to the findings in Table 1, all data met the statistical
hypothesis of multicollinearity and were applicable for further SEM test. In all, 464 questionnaires
were collected, and 400 samples were recognized as useful. In the demographics, 168 respondents
(42.0%) were male and 232 (58.9%) were female. About 67 respondents (41.8%) were under 35 years
old, while 109 (27.3%) were 36 to 45 years old, and 124 (31.1%) were over 46 years old.

4.1. Evaluating Structural Evaluation Model and Testing Hypotheses

The indicators of model fit for every latent variable should be addressed in SEM research, including
chi-square (χ2), degree of freedom (df), ratio of chi-square to degree of freedom (χ2/df), goodness
of fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), comparative fit
index (CFI), incremental fit index (IFI), Hoelter’s N, gamma hat, and McDonald’s NCI [65]. The results
of model fit indicators for the final statistical model are shown in Table 3. The model met all
the requirement of identification. The overall SEM model fit showed that χ2 = 164.381, df = 130,
χ2/df = 1.264, GFI = 0.960, AGFI = 0.953, RMSEA = 0.026, SRMR = 0.052, TLI = 0.990, CFI = 0.991,
IFI = 0.991, Hoelter’s N = 316.899, gamma hat = 0.996, and McDonald’s NCI = 0.958.

Table 3. Modification indicators of structural model.

Fit indices Requirements Results

χ2 (Chi-square) The less the better 164.381
df (Degree of freedom) The more the better 130

χ2/df ratio 1 < χ2/DF < 3 1.264
GFI (Goodness of fit index) >0.9 0.960

AGFI (Adjusted goodness of fit index) >0.9 0.953
RMSEA (Root-mean-square error of approximation) <0.08 0.026

SRMR (Standardized root-mean-square residual) <0.08 0.052
TLI (Tucker-Lewis index) >0.9 0.990

CFI (Comparative fit index) >0.9 0.991
IFI (Incremental fit index) >0.9 0.991

Hoelter’s N >200 316.899
Gamma hat >0.9 0.996

McDonald’s NCI >0.9 0.958

The results of the SEM tests are displayed in Table 4 and Figure 2. Table 4 shows the findings of
the hypothesis tests, including parameter estimates, standard errors, critical ratio, R2 values, and the
results of the tests. The endogenous latent variables were assorted as strong or weak based on a
value of R2 of 0.618, 0.045, or 0.120, sequentially [68]. Consistently, behavioral intention (R2 = 0.618),
food waste behavior (R2 = 0.045), and consumer plate waste (R2 = 0.120), which are endogenously
latent in a row, can be expressed as weak for food waste behavior and consumer plate waste, and strong
for behavioral intentions.

The final statistical model indicating all coefficients is shown in Figure 2. The path coefficients
are the critical estimated parameters of the SEM tests, and all estimated coefficients were significant.
The final estimated statistical model provides an outline of fit indicators for the structural and
measurement model. Fortunately, hypotheses 1 and 2 are accepted. The path coefficients between
social norms and behavioral intention (r = 0.131; p < 0.021) and between consumers’ attitudes and
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behavioral intention (r = 0.694; p < 0.000) are significant. This means that social norms and consumers’
attitudes are significantly related to behavioral intention. There were also statistically significant
relationships between behavioral intention and food waste behavior (r = 0.211, p = 0.000), and between
food waste behavior and consumer plate waste (r = −0.346, p = 0.000).

Table 4. Results of hypothesis tests.

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Path
Coefficient Estimate SE CR P R2

Social Norms →
Behavioral
Intentions 0.131 0.239 0.103 2.312 0.021

0.618
Consumers’
Attitudes →

Behavioral
Intentions 0.694 1.074 0.102 10.507 0.000

Behavioral
Intentions →

Food Waste
Behavior 0.211 0.244 0.066 3.703 0.000 0.045

Food Waste
Behavior →

Consumer
Plate Waste −0.346 −0.115 0.022 −5.156 0.000 0.120

SE: standard error; CR: critical ratio.
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4.2. Sequential Mediation for Examining the Relationships of Variables

This study examined the sequential mediated effect through two paths; one is social norms to
behavioral intention to food waste behaviors to consumer plate waste. We used bootstrapping to
examine the sequential mediation effects of the two paths. The results imply that the hypothesis
of sequential mediated effects between social norms and consumer plate waste was not supported.
Table 5 shows the details of the sequential mediation results, where SN refers to social norms, BI to
behavioral intention, FWB to food waste behavior, and CPW to consumer plate waste. On the other
hand, sequential mediated effects were found between consumers’ attitudes and consumer plate waste.
The variables of behavioral intention and food waste behavior performed well as vital mediators
within the hypothesized conceptual research framework of consumers’ attitude and consumer plate
waste. The results of sequential mediation of consumers’ attitude and consumer plate waste are shown
in Table 6. We used two statistical methods to examine the sequential mediation effects, p-value and
95% confidence interval. Since there are also two kinds of tests for SEM (BC and PC), we used both to
test the sequential mediation effects, in order to demonstrate that no matter what kind of statistical
method is used, the results are the same.
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Table 5. Sequential mediation model of SN to CPW.

Estimate p-Value 95% Confidence Interval
Indirect Effect BC/PC BC PC

SN->BI->FWB->CPW −0.010 0.045/0.094 (−0.027, 0.000) (−0.004, 0.001)

Direct effect
SN->BI 0.206 0.097/0.093 (−0.023, 0.273) (−0.022, 0.280)

BI->FWB 0.281 0.001/0.002 (0.083, 0.327) (0.089, 0.328)
FWB->CPW −0.116 0.000/0.001 (−0.460, −0.250) (−0.445, −0.230)

Total effect
SN->CPW −0.010 0.045/0.094 (−0.027, 0.000) (−0.023, 0.001)

Serial Mediation −0.007 0.043/0.094 (−0.020, 0.000) (−0.017, 0.001)

BC: bias corrected; PC: percentile; SN: social norms; BI: behavioral intention; FWB: food waste behavior;
CPW: consumer plate waste.

Table 6. Sequential mediation model of CA to CPW.

Estimate p-Value 95% Confidence Interval
Indirect Effect BC/PC BC PC

CA->BI->FWB->CPW −0.010 0.000/0.001 (−0.084, −0.027) (−0.077, −0.021)

Direct effect
CA->BI 0.694 0.001/0.093 (0.552, 0.828) (0.552, 0.828)

BI->FWB 0.211 0.001/0.002 (0.085, 0.327) (0.089, 0.328)
FWB->CPW −0.346 0.001/0.001 (−0.460, −0.250) (−0.445, −0.230)

Total effect
CA->CPW −0.051 0.000/0.001 (−0.084, −0.027) (−0.077, −0.021)

Serial Mediation −0.030 0.000/0.001 (−0.055, −0.015) (−0.049, −0.012)

BC: bias corrected; PC: percentile; CA: consumers’ attitudes; BI: behavioral intention; FWB: food waste behavior;
CPW: consumer plate waste.

Jung et al. [69] noted that SEM utilizes bootstrapping to estimate the confidence interval (CI)
without resorting to distributional assumptions, and it supports the bootstrap percentile confidence
(PC) intervals simply. Bias-corrected (BC) bootstrapping CI has been recommended over PC for its
potential usefulness and has attracted attention for SEM. Therefore, this study calculated two values of
95% CI to ensure the accuracy of results of sequential mediated effects, including bias-corrected and
percentile bootstrapping CI. With the intention of testing the sequential mediation effects of SN to CPW,
we calculated BC and PC bootstrapping CIs for the indirect effect, direct effect, total effect, and serial
mediation. Table 5 shows that there are no significant indirect effects through the mediators in PC
bootstrapping (p = 0.084, CI = (−0.004, 0.001)), and BC was found to be insignificant as well (p = 0.045,
CI = (−0.027, 0.000)). Even though two direct effects of three paths were found be significant, the total
effect was not significant. Combining all of the results in Table 5, these results imply that behavioral
intention and food waste behavior do not act as important mediators in social norms and consumer
plate waste.

For both sequential mediation models, we found a negative relationship between FWB and CPW.
When customers learned the reasons for not wasting more food, it became difficult for them to waste
any when they were dining out in restaurants. It is hard to control the amount of food waste in
restaurants when they understand that reducing food waste is an imperative action for saving the
earth and global sustainability.

In Table 6, CA refers to the variable of consumers’ attitudes, BI to behavioral intention, FWB to
food waste behavior, and CPW to consumer plate waste. The same analysis approach of Table 5 was
used to examine the sequential mediation effect of CA to CPW, and Table 6 shows the details of the
results. Values of BC and PC CIs for all effects were significant, with none containing zero for the range
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of 95% confidence interval, including indirect effect, direct effect, total effect, and sequential mediation.
Although the p-value of PC is not significant (p = 0.093), the 95% confidence interval of the other
methods were significant (p = 0.001, CI = (0.552, 0.828)). In summary, there is a sequential mediation
effect between consumers’ attitudes and consumer plate waste. In addition, behavioral intention
and food waste behavior are two vital mediators in the relationship model. We can create a possible
relationship model to exemplify how behavioral intention and food waste behavior cooperatively
mediate the correspondence between consumers’ attitudes and consumer plate waste. This highlights
that the relationships between these exogenous and endogenous variables are shown by the two
collective mediators.

The statistical power and reporting of sufficient sample sizes are very important in SEM studies [70].
The greater the statistical power, the more confident we are in the correctness of the research. Therefore,
having sufficient samples is a necessary condition in SEM analysis. MacCallum et al. [71] proposed
that because root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) is generally for large samples, it can
approach chi-square distribution. This study adopted RMSEA to compute the sample size and statistical
power. After calculating based on the formula, the sample size was 400, which is far greater than the
minimum requirement and meets the requirement of the rule of thumb. The statistical power of SEM
is proportional to the number of samples and the degree of freedom. It focuses on the power of the
overall test of model fit. The approach estimates power for “close fit”. Power estimation for a test of
close fit is a key strength of this approach [72]. The calculation of the sample size is proportional to
the degree of freedom when assuming 1 − β = 0.8. According to the actual calculation of the degree
of freedom of the model, a power of 1 is obtained regardless of close fit or not close fit; the number
of samples is 45 and 47. In this study, under the close fit test, the power is 0.9999916 and 0.9999804,
respectively, illustrating that the estimated statistical SEM model has great statistical power.

5. Discussion

Little research has paid attention to studying the relationships of social norms, consumers’
attitudes, and food waste behaviors by using the SEM method, so this study is a kind of empirical study
examining those important relationships in restaurants in Taiwan. It delineates five factors of social
norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intention, food waste behavior, and consumer plate waste,
as identified by Filimonau et al. [51], Chen and Jai [55], Lavén [56], and Stancu et al. [37]. We emphasize
the mediating role of behavioral intention and food waste behavior and tried to be the first to study the
relevance of social norms, consumers’ attitudes, and consumer plate waste. Furthermore, most food
waste studies have not evaluated behavioral intention and food waste behavior as multiple mediators
of the relationships between social norms, consumers’ attitudes, and consumer plate waste.

Researchers have considered and perceived sensitive issues in terms of studying food waste
behaviors of customers in restaurants, and this is the main reason why there is a lack of experience in
testing consumers’ food waste behavior. This study tried to overcome the sensitivity in an effort to
empirically examine food waste behaviors in restaurants. Most food waste studies focus on qualitative
research, and a small amount of the quantitative food waste research emphasizes consumers’ food
waste behaviors by using experimental designs. In terms of consumer behavior studies, SEM has been
regarded as a powerful method and the application SEM in this research is new and original. In general,
research on sensitive questions focus on behavior instead of attitudes, because respondents might
answer questions about attitude dishonestly. This study tried to empirically explore the relationship of
consumers’ attitude and behaviors in terms of food waste. Additionally, it applied multiple sequential
mediation models to examine the relationships of social norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral
intention, food waste behavior, and consumer plate waste. The results emphasize the importance of
social norms, consumers’ attitudes, and behavioral intention in influencing food waste behavior and
consumer plate waste. In terms of sustainability, these issues are vital for food waste management
strategies in restaurants. Based on the results, restaurant managers should try to understand their
customers’ perceptions of food waste attitudes and behaviors in order to manage and reduce the
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amount of the food waste. Furthermore, they should understand the relationships of those variables
and how such perceptions affect food waste behaviors. In conclusion, we developed a combined
theoretical framework to explain food waste behaviors to illustrate the relationships of social norms,
consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intention, food waste behavior, and consumer plate waste.

The findings reveal links between some the sustainability notions of restaurant management.
The results of hypothesis tests distinctly demonstrate that consumers’ positive perceptions of social
norms and attitudes of food waste have a significant effect on their behavior intention and food waste
behavior. The results provide a more holistic view of the process of consumer food waste behavior.
A causal chain among social norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intention, food waste behavior,
and consumer plate waste can be established, demonstrating the role of consumers’ attitudes in food
waste and social norms in shaping their behavior intentions and, in turn, food waste behavior and
consumer plate waste. H1, H2, H3, and H4 were supported and clearly congruent with previous
literature on the restaurant business [73,74].

Chen and Jai [55] found that a positive perception of corporate social responsibility and attitude led
to positive behavioral intentions, while Filimonau et al. [51] indicated that concern for the environment
and attitudes toward restaurant food waste have a positive effect on consumers’ behavioral intentions.
Moreover, Stancu et al. [37] noted that consumers’ attitudes and injunctive norms significantly impact
the intention to not produce waste and the relationship was shown to be positive. Regarding the
relationship between food waste behavior and consumer plate waste (H4), the result revealed a
negative significant relationship path between these two variables. This is similar to the results of
some studies [73,74]. It is interesting to consider the potential controversy that survey topics can
have, which can force respondents to not answer truthfully. Although the survey interviews were
anonymous and the respondents were willing to answer the questions, they might still worry about
repercussions associated with social norm issues.

No previous studies have investigated the sequential mediating relationships of food waste
behaviors in restaurants. Marketing researchers frequently examine the underlying mechanism of
SEM by conducting mediation analysis to understand the causal relationships among latent variables.
Sequential mediation tests can help us to see how behavioral intentions and food waste behaviors
are connected and what the radical mediators are in the series. Furthermore, this study highlights
that relationships between social norms, consumers’ attitudes toward food waste, and consumer plate
waste are mediated by behavioral intentions and food waste behaviors. At present, this exploratory
study is significant in exploring the sequential mediating effects of using SEM, which may help us to
see how the variables are linked together and what the fundamental mediators are in the sequential
chain. The results of empirical exploration of the measures of social norms, consumers’ attitudes,
and food waste behaviors showed significant mediating effect in the path of consumers’ attitudes (CA),
behavioral intention (BI), food waste behavior (FWB), and consumer plate waste (CPW). This study
proposes the CA-BI-FWB-CPW paradigm based on the results and findings. Although there was no
significant sequential mediating effect in the path of social norms (SN), BI, FWB, and CPW, social norms
and consumers’ attitudes jointly explained 61.8% of the variance of consumers’ behavioral intention
regarding food waste. It seems that these components in the mechanism are highly interrelated.
For consumers who regard social norms as an important part of their food waste attitude, this may
directly influence their behavioral intentions and food waste behaviors.

6. Conclusions

6.1. Theoretical Implications

The results suggest essential academic meaning, since we propose a causal chain relationship
model of the CA-BI-FWB-CPW paradigm as an acceptable model fit. The model is a combination of the
CA-BI model brought up by Chen and Jai [55] and BI-FWB-CPW model [37]. Both models are built upon
the model of food waste behaviors. Social norms, consumers’ attitudes, behavioral intention, and food
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waste behaviors comprise the elements of the consumer food waste model, and the reaction was
manipulated as an estimation of effect (SN, CA, BI) and behavior (FWB, CPW). The CA-BI-FWB-CPW
and SN-BI-FWB-CPW causal chains can be used to illustrate the experience of consumer food waste
behaviors. Adopting face-to-face interviews as an option for understanding, which is almost impossible
to measure, can provide more practical information for restaurant managers.

Overall, this study developed an exploratory infrastructure that demonstrates the process of food
waste behaviors in restaurants by combining theoretical frameworks to explain the relevance of SN, CA,
BI, FWB, and CPW. It also provides a more holistic view of the consumer food waste process, which is
the issue of consciousness. A causal chain between SN, CA, BI, FWB, and CPW was established.
No previous studies examined the sequential mediating effects in restaurants by using SEM. This study
proposes the CA-BI-FWB-CPW paradigm and highlights that the relationship between consumers’
attitudes and consumer plate waste is mediated by behavioral intention and food waste behavior in
restaurants in Taiwan.

6.2. Practical Implications

This research emphasizes the importance of social norms and consumers’ attitudes in influencing
their behavioral intentions regarding food waste in restaurants. In terms of sustainability for restaurant
operation and management, enhancing consumers’ social norms with positive attitudes toward
food waste with appropriate inspiration should be a management goal of restaurants. In addition,
every relationship among the variables suggests that managers should design service encounters
in their restaurants to trigger customers’ emotions so they will change their behavior intentions
and food waste behaviors, one by one, to reduce food waste. These issues are vital for restaurants
managers in designing strategies to reduce food cost, which is good for global sustainability. Especially,
service experience is an important concept in restaurant marketing, and managers should pay attention
to manipulating marketing events or social norm symbols to reduce the food amount in restaurants.
Restaurant managers can try to offer high-quality design with social norm symbols to preserve
themes of social responsibility and global sustainability, offer reward programs, provide discounts
for not offering leftovers, and improve the servers’ awareness and knowledge of food waste, all of
which could evoke positive dining emotions and inspire consumers to exhibit good dining behaviors,
resulting in reduced food waste, which would then improve sustainability for restaurant operation
and management. Additionally, consumer food waste behaviors are affected by social norms and
attitudes toward food waste in restaurants. Therefore, restaurant managers should routinely evaluate
consumers’ reactions and feedback, and make appropriate adjustments to the service encounters to
ensure the implementation of the sustainable strategy. Various stakeholders in restaurants can benefit
from these implications.

6.3. Recommendations

There are some limitations and avenues for further research that should be taken into consideration.
First of all, this is an exploratory study that collected data in restaurants, and its results may not be
generalizable to other kinds of restaurants. The main reason is that different types of restaurants
might have different amounts of food waste and consumer segments. We strongly suggest future
studies to examine the model and collect data from different types of restaurants in different countries.
In addition, further studies should consider how different types of consumers perceive social norms of
food waste and how the perception of global sustainability affects food waste behaviors, consumers’
plate waste, and other factors. Second, the samples examined in this study included customers in
restaurants in Taiwan, so the findings may not be generalizable to customers in different regions.
Norms, attitudes, beliefs, and preferences with regard to food waste may be different among ethnic
groups because of different sociocultural factors. Last but not least, future studies can collect data by
using different methods to reduce the response bias and reliability, including different research modes
of administration. Some of the questions in the questionnaire are sensitive and subjects might worry
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about repercussions associated with answering, which could lead to inaccurate and dishonest answers.
Further studies should be mindful of the cultural characteristics of certain groups being surveyed
in order to reduce the response bias, because some groups might see behaviors that others consider
socially unacceptable as acceptable or even desired.
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